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THE CITY IS A
A TASK MARKETPLACE FOR THE NGO SECTOR
NGOexchnage brings NGOs who are in need of getting tasks completed and professionals who are looking for task based
projects onto the platform to help NGOs get more done with less and to give professionals who are looking for task based
projects the opportunity to work for NGOs around the world that match their interests and passions.
MISSION

VISION

NGOexchange exists to bring billion dollar savings to
the global NGO sector through sharing technology.
Through connecting NGO needs to a motivated pool
of talented professionals NGOexchange aims to help
NGOs get more done, with less. We see a future of
highly efficient and effective use of resources that
means missions are met, people are helped and the
planet is protected.

NGOexchange will be the place that NGOs come
to share resources and knowledge focused around
a global community of collaborating participants.
Blockchain technology will store, manage and protect
data associated with the exchange of value making
fraud and corruption harder to perpetrate. We see
a future where even the smallest NGOs can access
a world of skills, talent, infrastructure, tech, vehicles,
medicine and much more through the utilization of
sharing technology.

IMPACT

The gig economy, and more specifically task based working, has been utilised in the private sector for years,
becoming increasingly popular as it’s proving to be an effective method for getting work done quickly and
efficiently. The private sector has utilised this methodology effectively for years to save both time and money
and it’s time for the NGO sector to benefit from this. ncreasingly popular as it’s proving to be an effective
method for getting work done quickly and efficiently.are helped and the planet is protected.
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We live in an age of connectivity. My dream is that NGOs around the world
can access the skills they need to better perform their missions at the click of
a button. We developed NGOexchange.com because Task Based Working
is the best way to connect thousands of passionate people worldwide to the
needs of our planet and the people in it.
Roya Karimnia has a background in Health Economics and Monitoring
& Evaluation with a Masters Degree in Public Health from the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. The idea for NGOexchange
came to Roya whilst searching for ways to make the NGOs she worked for
more efficient. Comparing the NGO sector to the private sector Roya saw
efficiencies that she felt could make a huge difference to the missions of
thousands of NGOs around the world.

BENEFITS OF USING NGOEXCHANGE
Save time Get talent quickly, get the task done quickly & reduce administrative time.
Save money Contract only what is needed.
Publicise To thousands of professionals worldwide with NGO specific skills.
Provide access To a global talent pool beyond the NGOs immediate network.
Increase ease Contact, contract and arrange payment all in one place.
Improve quality Of work that originally might not have had the right people with the specific
skillset to complete it.

SOCIAL PROBLEM
International humanitarian aid has continued to increase, reaching $27bn in 2016 (Global Humanitarian Assistance Report 2017). Despite this level of aid, over a third of needs are still not being met
and demand is rising. Failing to act early to mitigate crises costs millions which is why cost-effective
and efficient processes are even more critical to meet the unprecedented need. Through simply
being more connected, NGOs can achieve a lot more whilst spending a lot less. The private sector
has already achieved this through online task based marketplace and it’s time for the NGO sector
to follow.

SOLUTION

There are 10 million NGOs worldwide (The Global Journal); meanwhile the global skilled workforce
is growing. Skilled and passionate professionals all over the world are looking to work with NGOs
that match their interests and they want to do it remotely. The gig economy, and more specifically
task based working, has been utilised in the private sector for years, becoming increasingly popular
as it’s proving to be an effective method for getting work done quickly and efficiently.
NGOexchange is a task based marketplace that aims to help NGOs get more done with less by
bringing together onto one platform NGOs who are in need of getting tasks completed and NGO
professionals who are looking for task based projects. Our platform will allow any organisation to
post a request for services from a 1 hour task to 6 months whilst also providing an online catalogue
of skills directly relatable to the needs of the NGO sector. This means NGOs only procure the precise
tasks they need, quickly and efficiently.
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DO MORE WITH LESS!

emilija@ngoexchange.com, +855 96 934 3272
#17, Street 306, Phnom Penh
www.ngoexchange.com
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